1. We shall discuss two recent theorems by Marvin Marcus ([6, Theorem 3] ) and Ky Fan ([4, Theorem 1 ]) involving related determinantal inequalities.
WTe give improvements of their inequalities, and show how they follow from the previously known special cases of the theorems.
We deal with real or complex matrices A of order n. For any subset 8 of {1, ■ ■ • , n}, we denote by A (8) A proof of Theorem A for totally positive (i.e., all minors positive) and (nonsingular) Af-matrices (cf. [7] or [3]) was given by Fan in [4] . Suppose A is the "direct sum" of the A [yj. Each ft and hence each a{ is a union of ys; thus A (ft) = II My,), Aia{) = JJ Aiyg).
Since each index occurs h times, each A (yg) occurs h times (both in the numerator and denominator of (j>iA; h; ft, • • • , ft)). Thus we have equality in (1). Szasz [9] , [12] and (after seeing a preprint of this note) unified and generalized our Theorems 1 and 2 [8] .
